ANTHROPOLOGY, B.S.

PEOPLE

FACULTY

- Katherine Bowie (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/bowie-katherine/)
  Cultural anthropology, Southeast Asia, Thailand
- Henry T. Bunn (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/bunn-henry/)
  Archaeology, emergence of culture, behavioral ecology, East Africa
- Jerome Camal (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/camal- jerome/)
  Cultural anthropology, ethnomusicology, Caribbean
- Sarah Clayton (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/clayton-sarah/)
  Archaeology, Mesoamerica, Teotihuacan
- Falina Enriquez (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/enriquez-falina/)
  Cultural anthropology, ethnomusicology, Brazil
- John Hawks (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/hawks-john/)
  Biological anthropology, paleoanthropology, anthropological genomics, South Africa
- J. Mark Kenoyer (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/kenoyer-j-mark/)
  Archaeology, South Asia, Harappa, craft production
- Nam C. Kim (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/kim-nam-c/)
  Archaeology, Southeast Asia, Vietnam, complex societies, warfare
- Maria Lepowsky (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/lepow- ssky-maria/)
  Cultural anthropology, medical anthropology, Oceania
- Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/ohnuki-tierney-emiko/)
  Cultural anthropology, East Asia, Japan
- Travis Pickering (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/pickering- travis/)
  Biological anthropology, taphonomy, South Africa
- Sissel Schroder (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/schroeder- sissel/)
  Archaeology, historical ecology, Eastern North America, complex societies
- Amy Stambach (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/stambach- amy/)
  Cultural anthropology, East Africa
- Karen Strier (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/strier-karen/)
  Biological anthropology, primatology, behavioral ecology, Brazil
- Claire Wendland (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/wendland- claire/)

ACADEMIC STAFF

- Elizabeth Leith (https://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/leith- elizabeth/), Senior Academic Curator
  Museum anthropology, protohistoric, European trade, historical archaeology

AFFILIATE FACULTY

- William Aylward (https://canes.wisc.edu/staff/william-aylward/)
- Bruce Barrett (http://www.fammed.wisc.edu/directory/327/)
- Nicholas Cahill (https://arthistory.wisc.edu/staff/nicholas-d-cahill/)
- Jane Collins (http://dces.wisc.edu/people/faculty/jane-collins/)
- Linda Hogle (http://medhist.wisc.edu/faculty/hogle/index.shtml/)
- Elizabeth Mertz (http://law.wisc.edu/profiles/eemertz@wisc.edu)
- Ellen Rafferty

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

- Kristine Schultz, Administrator
  kristine.schultz@wisc.edu
  608-262-2868
- Kyle Speth, Accountant
  speth2@wisc.edu
  608-262-2867
- Erika Petrie, Graduate Program Manager
  anthrograd@mailplus.wisc.edu
  608-262-2869
- Undergraduate Coordinator
  anthroinfo@mailplus.wisc.edu (cpfefferkorn@wisc.edu)
  608-262-2866

EMERITUS FACULTY

- Kenneth George
  Cultural anthropology, Southeast Asia, Indonesia
- Sharon Hutchinson
  sehutchi@wisc.edu
  Cultural anthropology, Africa
- Anatoly Khazanov (http://www.anthropology.wisc.edu/staff/khaza- noc-anatoly/)
  Cultural anthropology
- Herbert Lewis
  Cultural anthropology, history of anthropology
- T. Douglas Price
  Archaeology, Archaeological chemistry, Europe
- Frank Salomon
  Cultural anthropology, South America

Cultural anthropology, medical anthropology, Africa, Malawi